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Ch. Nani’s Indecent Exposure, JH, NAJ, V, CGC, BROM 

 
 

AM/CAN Ch. Colsidex Nani Reprint, JH, SD, BROM X Ch.Nani’s Tattletail, JH, BROM 

 

DOB:  8/27/02 
 

Ch. Nani’s Indecent Exposure, JH, NAJ, V, CGC, BROM was the result of generations of Nani’s breeding by 

Chris Grisell.   

Streak had a successful show career starting with a Specialty Major win his first time in the ring at 6 months of 

age and finished his Championship at 12 months of age with a large 5-point major during the Canfield, Ohio 

Specialty weekend.  He was the Best-of-Opposite-Sex winner at the 2004 National Specialty at just 1½ years of 

age and went on to win the 2005 National Specialty and the 2006 Top Twenty Invitational.   He was a Futurity 

and Maturity winner and was on the Top Ten list for three consecutive years.  Streak enjoyed showing, 

especially his time ringside, where Chris spent their time waiting to go into the ring by teaching him new tricks. 

Streak’s most important contribution to our breed, however, was as a Top Producer.  He earned his BROM well 

before his 3rd birthday and was the Top Producing Sire in 2005 with 19 Champions and 2010 with 13 

Champions.  He has sired 72 champions to date and is the #3 All-Time Top Producing Sire (BROM points).  He 

has the record of the most Best-In-Show offspring with five earning that distinction so far, as well as three 

offspring that have earned Best In Show world-wide.  As a result of offspring sired by Streak, three Dams 

earned Top Producer awards in 2005, 2007 and 2010.  Streak has also sired a National Best in Specialty Show 

Winner, two Top Twenty Invitational Winners, a #1 Top Ten Show Dog, multiple Top Ten Show Dogs, as well 

as seven Futurity and ten Maturity Winners.  Streak also passed on his marvelous outgoing, trainable 

personality and has offspring with advanced performance titles including ones with Master Hunter and Master 

Agility titles, and also our breed’s 8th Champion Tracker. 

Streak was a fabulous companion and made friends with everyone he met.  He has left a huge hole in the hearts 

of the individuals fortunate enough to have shared his life. 

 

Breeder: Christine Grisell       Owners: Christine Grisell & Susan Casper 
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